Avidemux 64 bit windows 7

Each software is released under license type that can be found on program pages as well as on search or category pages. Here are the most common license types:Freeware programs can be downloaded used free of charge and without any time limitations. Freeware products can be used free of charge for both personal and professional (commercial
use).Open SourceOpen Source software is software with source code that anyone can inspect, modify or enhance. Programs released under this license can be used at no cost for both personal and commercial purposes. There are many different open source licenses but they all must comply with the Open Source Definition - in brief: the software can
be freely used, modified and shared.Free to PlayThis license is commonly used for video games and it allows users to download and play the game for free. Basically, a product is offered Free to Play (Freemium) and the user can decide if he wants to pay the money (Premium) for additional features, services, virtual or physical goods that expand the
functionality of the game. In some cases, ads may be show to the users.DemoDemo programs have a limited functionality for free, but charge for an advanced set of features or for the removal of advertisements from the program's interfaces. In some cases, all the functionality is disabled until the license is purchased. Demos are usually not timelimited (like Trial software) but the functionality is limited.TrialTrial software allows the user to evaluate the software for a limited amount of time. After that trial period (usually 15 to 90 days) the user can decide whether to buy the software or not. Even though, most trial software products are only time-limited some also have feature
limitations.PaidUsually commercial software or games are produced for sale or to serve a commercial purpose. When you need to convert video files there are lots of options. As with audio, video formats contain both container files and codecs, which in layman's terms means that not all video files are equal (two seemingly identical AVI files could
actually be very different depending on the codec used in each). What you need to use depends on the destination device or player and the size of the file. You also want to consider the quality of your converted video. Avidemux is a useful application for video conversion and cropping, resizing and processing video. It’s a cross-platform clone of the
earlier VirtualDub, but, unlike its predecessor, the program is still actively maintained. The program works on the principle of taking a source video file, then selecting the output codecs and size and then applying filters to the output file. You can apply basic editing to remove unwanted parts of the video. Filters are available to resize, flip or crop the
picture. There’s even one you can use to disguise an on screen logo. It can’t recreate the parts of the picture obscured by the logo, but it blends it with the adjacent colours in the image, making it a lot less noticeable. You can preview the picture in before and after snapshots before processing it. A common conversion might be from the large MPEG2
files of DVD quality video (stored on the disc as VOB files) to AVI format using the XVID codec. This reduces the file size with little loss in quality. To further reduce the size you might consider changing the video's screen size too - it's all possible with Avidemux. The program isn't the most straightforward to use, but there is an online wiki with a
number of tutorials and guides you can follow should you struggle to get to grips with it. Avidemux enables you to fix most video files to make them play on any device. You can also resize, and process the video. It’s fully functional, but not as intuitive as it could be. For build 2.8 changes, see the changelog. Download Avidemux a free, open source
cross-platform video editor for Microsoft® Windows®, Linux®, Mac OS X®, and BSD. It is written in C++, and you can use it for various tasks such as encoding (convert videos from one format to another), cutting (cut individual portions from a recording) or filtering (resize, deinterlacing, add subtitles, color correction, etc.) . Avidemux offers built-in
support for many popular codecs and files: AVI, MP4, ASF, DVD, MPEG, MKV. It is one of the best free video editors whenever you need to automate video processing or editing process. The software is released under the GNU GPL license and has been released (binaries) in both 32-bit and 64-bit versions.Trademark Note 1: Microsoft®, Windows®,
and other product names are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States or other countries.Features- support for non-linear video editing, visual effects, and transcoding- support for muxing (multiplexing) and demuxing- support for popular subtitle formats: SUB, SSA, ASS, SRT- has powerful scripting
capabilities (tutorial available here)- multiple filtering options: auto-resize, gauss smoothing, deinterlacing, chroma shifts, add black borders, etc.- comes with a GUI (graphical user interface) and command line interface- various output formats supported: MKV, Flash, AVI, MPEG-1/2, OGM, MP4, etc.- built-in video encoders for: MPEG-1, MPEG-2,
FFHuffYUV, FFV1, H.263, H.263+, HuffYUV, MJPEG, MPEG-4, Snow, x264, x264, Xvid, Y800- built-in audio encoders for MPEG-1 Layer 3 (MP3), Vorbis, AAC, MPEG-1 layer 2 (MP2), AC-3, MPEG-1 layer 2 (MP2), Microsoft RIFF WAV PCM, LPCMAvidemux ReviewPros- Avidemux works on all the primary operating systems. Linux users will appreciate
having a native installation instead of having to use an emulator program like WINE.- It has some standard video processing features and a few extra capabilities that help make editing a breeze. There's a 'calculator' option that quickly estimates the final file size based on your current settings. In most other programs, you have to work through
several export menus to get to the file size information.- There is some presets to quickly process videos for different types of DVDs and current mobile devices. There are also settings to improve the quality of playback if you're working with a low-quality file.- Avidemux has been around for over a decade, but it still has a very active community. If you
get stuck, post a question on the message board, and one of the members will help you.- Have some videos to work on? This software can do group file editing.Cons- Avidemux has a somewhat dated interface; not the most professional looking freeware program out there. It has only a few icons and instead you have to rely heavily on the sometimes
confusing menus.- Some of the menu settings and names aren't intuitive for a raw beginner. Unless you're already familiar with terms like 'deblocking' and 'VBR time map,' expect to spend some time looking them up first.- You may need to download extra codecs to work with uncommon video and audio file types.Conclusion: Avidemux is a simple,
relatively easy to use video editor that stands out from the crowd of other editing apps. Unlike the competing software out there, Avidemux supports most major file types including .avi, .mpeg, and .mp4. This program handles both simple processes like cutting and editing video files, and it also has a selection of filters. Edit your avi, mpeg and nuv.
Process audio and video. Cut. GNU General Public License version 2.0 (GPLv2) Rate This ProjectLogin To Rate This Project User Ratings 4.3 out of 5 stars ease 1 of 5 2 of 5 3 of 5 4 of 5 5 of 5 4 / 5 features 1 of 5 2 of 5 3 of 5 4 of 5 5 of 5 4 / 5 design 1 of 5 2 of 5 3 of 5 4 of 5 5 of 5 4 / 5 support 1 of 5 2 of 5 3 of 5 4 of 5 5 of 5 3 / 5 Excellent piece of
software, easy to use, powerful enough & fast, for many formats (although little strugle with WMVs). “Avidemux_2.7.8” cannot be opened because the developer cannot be verified..... Mac OS.... Excellent app especially for its losless abilities. But I also use an old (even if latest) version of Pavtube Video Converter Ultimate which offers some of
Avidemux options. With some videos, and it happens quiet often, I choose Video/Audio output copy, but the result is clearly not the same at all. If I open both videos, original and the portion I cut out : the new "copy" has a different shape. It's often smaller with larger black bars. If I run the same videos (when it happened) with Pavtube : the result is
always perfect. If I run the same video again with Avidemux, but this time setting the video codec manually to match (copy) the original, then it work. So Avidemux is great. But sometimes (often enough that it's an issue) fails to "copy" the original video codec image ratio. Thank you very much for the program distributed under a free open license!
Excellent. I have been using it for years with the different authors adding this and that. Great too to easily cut down a clip and same without encoding. Perfect for what I need. Except one tiny request. Can you please have an option to migrate meta data from old video to new? Thanks Anyways, tRIP Read more reviews > Similar Business Software
Report inappropriate content Page 2 Home Browse Audio & Video Video Non-Linear Editor avidemux Downloads: 6,854 This Week Linux BSD Page 3 Home Browse Audio & Video Video Non-Linear Editor avidemux Reviews Downloads: 6,854 This Week Get Updates Share This 4.3 out of 5 stars ease 1 of 5 2 of 5 3 of 5 4 of 5 5 of 5 4 / 5 features 1 of 5
2 of 5 3 of 5 4 of 5 5 of 5 4 / 5 design 1 of 5 2 of 5 3 of 5 4 of 5 5 of 5 4 / 5 support 1 of 5 2 of 5 3 of 5 4 of 5 5 of 5 3 / 5 Login To Rate This Project just works!! I have a problem though: I can't delete the last frame of a vedio, maybe some problem to set the A & B marker. vs avidemux_2.6.2_mi_64bits.dmg fails to install on OS X 10.6.8 Snow Leopard on
a MacBook Pro. Everything acts like it installed OK, but when I launch the app nothing happens. It does not show up in Activity Monitor. The 2.5.4 installed and runs fine. Excellent piece of software, easy to use, powerful enough & fast, for many formats (although little strugle with WMVs). “Avidemux_2.7.8” cannot be opened because the developer
cannot be verified..... Mac OS.... Thank you very much for the program distributed under a free open license! Excellent. I have been using it for years with the different authors adding this and that. Great too to easily cut down a clip and same without encoding. Perfect for what I need. Except one tiny request. Can you please have an option to migrate
meta data from old video to new? Thanks Anyways, tRIP I used it to cut several videos into segments. It worked really well. I love this video editor since years. It is simple and yet powerful. Exactly what I was looking for at the time. Also cross platform, which is kind of useful ;) Not ideal, but it is free and sometimes useful editing videos, appending
one video to another and making from many videos one video with MP4 format. a good open source project One of my favorite free applications period! Considering it is free this app is amazingly valuable. I love how simple and intuitive it is. I don't use it to do the "serious" video editing work but there are so many times I need to tweak/trim/cut some
footage and don't have the time to go through all the setup/exporting that premiere or final cut require. Thanks for working on this. One thing that I think would make it even better is if it'd be possible to make a free custom keyboard shortcuts / keybindings. I often want to just change which key makes an in/out point or some of those other often used
funtions. thanks thought this was an editor but will use for mixing down renders thanks I have used Avidemux on osx for 5 years and I love it! Use Avidemux first. It will do 90% of the job for 90% of your videos. Small and fast. Use it mostly for lossless editing, and it is perfect for it. Having tons of videos I need something like this to quickly edit and
cut unwanted material. Very usefull, many option, easy to use, what else ? The only video software I used in converting videos and adding filters. Please keep on being the best in your thing. You don't have to focus on improving your editing functionality. I am staggered at the speed of this thing! Amazing! And it is easy to use (once I figured it out).
Very easy to use, responsive yet powerful! Excellent video converter (also from FLV) !! Cropping is very easy. Impressive speed when using 64bits version !! I use it for several years on linux. Almost perfect. This is a priceless program, one of the apps I couldn't even imagine living without. So much thanks to the author. Works perfectly in Windows
environment. Two things I'd hope to see in Avidemux: 1) functionality to append multiple files 2) storyboard/timeline just works!! I have a problem though: I can't delete the last frame of a vedio, maybe some problem to set the A & B marker. nice site onsaleking.com ,They are usually cheaper than retail stores and their shipping is fast ,Never had any
problems with them. good price,.good quality,warm service Show next 25 reviews >
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